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Key Points 

 Orthotic and Prosthetic materials and design are driven by the types of controls indicated 
for the device. 

 The controls imposed by orthoses and prostheses are categorized as holds, stops, assists, 
or resists. 

 
The controls imposed by an orthosis or prosthesis are attenuated by tailoring the trimlines, 

strapping, materials, and mechanical joints incorporated into the devices. The moments imposed 
on the involved limb are achieved by direct loads from the device or by strategically directing 
ground reaction forces via three point pressure. Orthotic and prosthetic management controls are 
categorized as a: hold, stop, assist, or resist. 

A hold serves to preserve the posture or angular attitude of the involved segment. The 
idiopathic scoliosis population is referred for orthotic management with intent of bracing that 

will stop (or “hold”) or slow down 
progression of the spinal rotation and 
subsequent curvature. The thoracic lumbar 
sacral orthosis (TLSO) is prescribed to 
apply three point pressure to the spine1. 
The Charcot neuroarthropathy population 
is also prescribed orthotic management that 
is designed to hold the involved limb. 
“Charcot neuropathy is a progressive 
deterioration of weight-bearing joints, 
usually in the foot or ankle.2” A Charcot - 
specific orthosis called the Charcot 
Restraint Orthotic Walker (C.R.O.W.). is 
fully padded clamshell design boot. The 
boot has total surface contact with the 

involved limb and three point pressure 
designed to prevent deformity or progression of an existing deformity in the involved limb. 

A “stop” control in a device allows partial range of motion within a segment that is 
stopped at a point to protect the limb - to ensure patient safety or improve efficiency. The chronic 
hip subluxation population is typically more unstable in either flexion or extension of the joint - 
depending on the nature of their subluxation. A hip orthosis with an extension stop in extension 
(80°, typically) prevents the joint from reaching the end range of extension where the joint is 
most susceptible to dislocating. 

Patients that have experienced peroneal nerve compromise may lose the ability to 
actively dorsiflex the ankle. This compromise results in suboptimal toe clearance during the 
swing phase of gait and typically poses a trip / fall hazard.3 When an ankle foot orthosis (AFO) is 
prescribed for this population, the objective is to assist the ankle into a dorsiflexed posture during 
swing phase via the ankle joint of the AFO.  

Adapted from Rigo et al.1 
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Resist controls are used to protect joints with compromised strength or 
anatomical integrity. The achilles tendinopathy population is susceptible 
to pain at the insertion site of the achilles tendon, and may be at risk for 
partial tear or complete rupture of the achilles tendon. As the achilles 
tendon is elongated in terminal stance phase, an orthosis that resists 
dorsiflexion is used to protect the achilles tendon.  

Additionally, resistance of a distal joint’s range of motion can 
compensate for weakness at a proximal joint. The controls imposed 
orthoses and prostheses is finetuned within the final device with strapping 
modifications and pad modifications to increased or decrease the desired 
load. The magnitude of the hold, stop, assist, and resist loads is dictated by 
the patient’s size and activity level.  
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